
P.T.O.

 Instructions – (1) All Questions are Compulsory.

 (2) Answer each next main Question on a new page.

 (3) Illustrate your answers with neat sketches wherever 
necessary.

 (4) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

 (5) Assume suitable data, if necessary.

 (6) Mobile Phone, Pager and any other Electronic 
Communication devices are not permissible in 
Examination Hall.

 (7) Use of std. size chart is permitted. To be  
provided with Question paper.

Marks

1.  Attempt any FIVE of the following: 10

a) State the significance of 'dummy'.

b) Define the term 'pattern making'.

c) Draw the basic sleeve and mention sleeve cap, cap height.

d) Draw 'puff sleeve at hemline.

e) Draw any two designs for A-Line Frock.

f) Define 'drafting'.

g) Enlist the types of trouser.
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2.  Attempt any THREE of the following: 12

a) Enlist the types of cutting tools used in pattern making and  
explain any two with diagram.

b) Write the difference between bespoke method and industrial  
method of pattern making. (any four)

c) Draft the leg of mutton sleeve for A-line frock size-8.

d) Adapt a mens shirt from basic pattern with their drafting  
details in size-40.

3.  Attempt any THREE of the following: 12

a) Explain the land mark terms with dress form.

b) Draft Bell sleeve from basic block.

c) Adapt peterpan collar from basic block.

d) Draft Raglan sleeve from basic block size-40.

4.  Attempt any THREE of the following: 12

a) Enlist the measuring tools and explain with sketch any two  
in detail.

b) Write the difference between drafting technique and draping 
technique. (any four)

c) Draft a Boy's shirt from basic pattern with their drafting  
detail size-08.

d) Illustrate kameez and draft the pattern for the same in size-18.

e) Illustrate any 2 designs for men's shirt using Raglan sleeves.

5.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 12

a) Enlist the tracing tools and explain with drawing. (any three)

b) Describe the drafting details of the plain sleeve block in size-12.

c) Sketch Dolman sleeve and explain its uses in patterning.
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6.  Attempt any TWO of the following: 12

a) Draft the waist line frock size-10 with their drafting detail.

b) Describe the drafting detail of the princess cut choli and  
draft in size-12.

c) Draft men's trouser and describe their drafting detail in size-40 
(With sketch)
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